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Monte Carlo computations have become increasingly popular in theoretical

physics. They account for a large majority of th.e computational work done by

theoretical physicists, and for an increasing portion of the results being published.

The number and size of the problems to which Monte Carlo computations are

applied is growing so rapidly that there is a permanent shortage of computing

power: this situation makes it necessary to pay great attention to the choice

of the algorithms and to their implementation. At the same time the proliferation

of related computations requires a careful assessment of the quality of the

results, in order to make quantitative comparisons feasible. While there are

some papers describing algorithms in detail, the vast majority does not

describe the implementation; very few discuss the statistical methods applied

to analyse the output, that are essential in evaluating the error bounds; and

even less have analysed the statistical properties of the results.

In this paper we analyze an implementation of the Metropolis algorithm

applied to a t-d pure gauge theory. We choose SU(3) not only because it is the

most common group used in lattice gauge models, hut also because one of us

(E.K.) uses the configurations for sum rule computations.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec.II we describe the algorithm

and its implementation, in Sec.Ill we discuss the statistical methods we use

for the analysis of the output; these methods are applied in Sec.IV to

determine the optimal measurement strategy, and in Sec.V we present the

results of the simulation programme and discuss their properties.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we study the statistical properties of an implementation

of the Metropolis algorithm for SU(3) gauge theory. It is shown that the

results have normal distribution. We demonstrate that in this case error

analysis can be carried on in a simple way and we show that applying it

to both the measurement strategy and the output data analysis has an

important influence on the performance and reliability of the simulation.

II. THE ALGORITHM

In our code we implement the MC algorithm of Metropolis O 3 for SU(3)

pure gauge theory. To establish notation we repeat the veil-known part of

the method.

The dynamical variables are 3 x 3 unitary unimodular complex matrices
y

associated to the links of the hypercubical lattice. We denote by U the

matrix associated with the link in the positive direction coming out from

the x site. The plaquette variables are denoted by
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where the "force" F is the ordered product of three links on a plaquette.

The action is the Wilson action

P.2)

In the algorithm each individual dynamical variable VV is replaced by a new

U according to the following procedures £2"]:

l) A new candidate matrix U is obtained from U by group

multiplication

(2.3)

where R is an SU(3) matrix randomly selected from a prepared set of M

matrices;

2) The change in the action AS induced by the variation UM •*• U u

is calculated; if A3 < 0 then

UV~) = (2.!*)

otherwise we compare exp(-AS) with a pseudorandom number r with uniform

dis t r ibu t ion between 0 and 1; i f exp(-AS) i s bigger than r we set

Uy(Uew) = u ' U , otherwise UU(Hew) = Û  .
xv x x x

The steps 1 and 2 define a "hit" on one link variable. These steps

are repeated 10 times. Using this algorithm the most critical part for

computer time correlations is the set of random matrix used in step 1 [2j .

Our table contains 50 SU(3) matrices which have a distribution centered

around the identity of the group and are obtained in the following way:

for every one of the first 25 matrices a random 8-component vector a }

k = l . , , , , 8 with approximately Gaussian distribution and Kfl y = 1 is

generated. The matrices R ,̂ i = 1,...,25 are given by

3! (2.5)

where

-3-

fl-tf (2.6)

The V 's are Gell-Mann matrices and "b is a real parameter chosen to obtain

50? acceptance. The tuning of b is done through a test run of the

programme. The final values of the 3.'s are obtained by normalising them

to unitary-unimodular matrices. The other 25 matrices are obtained by

U.T)

to insure that a matrix and its inverse are both in the table. Wt choose

a new set of matrices every 5 sweeps. No change is found when we change the

number of sweeps between successive choices of the R's.

The random number generator is of the shift register type [3~j :

a random integer of 28 bits is generated according to the formula

.XOA. X K . 5 J (a-8)

and then converted to a floating point number with a 2h bit mantissa. The

initial 12? values are obtained by a k& bit linear congruential generator.
127

The periods of this sequence have been shown to be 2 -1.

As we said in the introduction, our feeling is that an important

parameter in the evaluation of a simulation algorithm is the relation between

the computer time spent and the accuracy of the result, which depends also

on the efficiency of the implementation. Therefore we add here some guide-

lines about our implementation of the algorithm.

In the M.C. part of the programme we use the slicing method £2]:

we divides our lattice into^number of slices each of which is the 3-d space

array associated with one value of the time co-ordinate. Three slices are

needed for updating; exploiting the asynchronous direct access 1-0 routines

available in the Fortran we used ft] , we read in from the disk the time slice

to be used for the next updating and write out the presently not-used time-

slice (updated two steps before) during the updating itself., so that 1-0

time is to a large extent overlapped with computation, and the memory require-

ments are kept relatively low {5 time slices only). For comparisons with

-h-
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I. IHTBODUCTIOH

Monte Carlo computations have become increasingly popular in theoretical

physics. They account for a large majority of the computational work done by

theoretical physicists, and for an increasing portion of the results, being published.

The number and size of the problems to which Monte Carlo computations are

applied is growing so rapidly that there Is a permanent shortage of computing

power: this situation makes it necessary to pay great attention to the choice

of the algorithms and to their implementation. At the same time the proliferation

of related computations requires a careful assessment of the quality of the

results, in order to make quantitative comparisons feasible. While there are

some papers describing algorithms In detail, the vast majority does not

describe the implementation; very few discuss the statistical methods applied

to analyse the output, that are essential in evaluating the error bounds; and

even less have analyzed the statistical properties of the results.

In this paper we analyze an implementation of the Metropolis algorithm

applied to a It—-d pure gauge theory. We choose SU(3) not only because it is the

most common group used in lattice gauge models, but also because one of us

(E.K.) uses the configurations for sum rule computations.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec.II we describe the algorithm

and its implementation, in Sec.Ill we discuss the statistical methods we use

for the analysis of the output; these methods are applied in Sec.IV to

determine the optimal measurement strategy, and in Sec.V we present the

results of the simulation programme and discuss their properties.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we study the statistical properties of an implementation

of the Metropolis algorithm for SU(3) S a uE e theory. It Is shown that the

results have normal distribution. We demonstrate that in this case error

analysis can be carried on in a simple way and we show that applying it

to both the measurement strategy and the output data analysis has an

important influence on the performance and reliability of the simulation.

II. THE ALGORITHM

In our code we implement the MC algorithm of Metropolis M for SU(3)

pure gauge theory. To establish notation we repeat the well-known part of

the method.

The dynamical variables are 3 x 3 unitary unimodular complex matrices

associated to the links of the hypercubical lattice. We denote by U the

matrix associated with the link in the positive direction coming out from

the x site. The plaquette variables are denoted by
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where the "force" F is the ordered product of three links on a plaquette.

The action is the Wilson action

(2.2)

In the algorithm each individual dynamical variable Uy is replaced "by a new

U according to the following procedures £2~\;

1) A new candidate matrix U ^ is obtained from UU by group

multiplication

(2.3)

where H^ is an SU(3) matrix randomly selected from a prepared set of M

matrices;

2) The change in the action flS induced by the variation U^ + U V

is calculated; if 4S < 0 then

- IT
otherwise we compare exp(-iS) with a pseudorandom number r with uniform

distribution 'between 0 and 1; if exp(-AS) is bigger than r we set

UU(Hew) = U W, otherwise UP(Hew) = UV .

The steps 1 and 2 define a "hit" on one link variable. These steps

are repeated 10 times. Using this algorithm the most critical part for

computer time correlations is the set of random matrix used in step 1 [_2].

Our table contains 50 SU(3) matrices which have a distribution centered

around the Identity of the group and are obtained in the following way:

for every one of the first 25 matrices a random 8-component vector a

k = 1.,,,.8 with approximately Gaussian distribution and ^a % = 1 is

generated. The matrices R., i = 1,...,25 are given by

(2.5)

where

- 3 -

« , (2.6)

The V ' s are Gell-Mann matrices and b is a real parameter chosen to obtain

50? acceptance. The tuning of b is done through a tes t run of the

programme. The final values of the 3 . ' s are obtained by normalizing them

to unitary-unimodular matrices. The other 25 matrices are obtained by

(2.7)

to insure that a matrix and its inverse are both in the table. We choose

a new set of matrices every 5 sweeps. No change is found when we change the

number of sweeps between successive choices of the R's,

The random number generator is of the shift register type' ĵ 3"] :

a random integer of 28 bits is generated according to the formula

(e.8)

and then converted to a floating point number with a 2lt bit mantissa. The

initial 127 values are obtained by a h& bit linear congruential generator.
12T

The periods of this sequence have been shown to be 2 -1.

As we said in the introduction, our feeling is that an important

parameter in the evaluation of a simulation algorithm is the relation between

the computer time spent and the accuracy of the result, which depends also

on the efficiency of the implementation. Therefore we add here some guide-

lines about our implementation of the algorithm.

In the H.C. part of the programme we use the slicing method £2]:

we divides our lattice intojnumber of slices each of which is the 3-d space

array associated with one value of the time co-ordinate. Three slices are

needed for updating; exploiting the asynchronous direct access 1-0 routines

available in the; Fortran we used (9} , we read in from the disk the time slice

to be used for the next updating and write out the presently not-used time-

slice (updated two steps before) during the updating itself., so that 1-0

time is to a large extent overlapped with computation, and the memory require-

ments are kept relatively low (5 time slices only). For comparisons with

- I t -



other algorithms we note that we achieve an average floating point performance

that is 80% of the nominal maximal speed of the computer, and this performance

is independent from the lattice size in the time dimension.

At the end of every sweep we compute the lxl, 2x2, kxk and cross

lattice Wilson loops. This computation took \3% of the time required to

create a new configuration. This is a very costly computation, however, it

is our feeling that these computations must ue done at least once,

Wilson loop computations are made in the same amount of memory. Two

slices are used for computing the 2 link products (so our computation includes

average over Wilson loops in the time direction as well). One slice is used

for reading from a disk file. The other two slices are used for preparing

the successive computations. In fact, when we compute the lxl Wilson loop,

we also compute all the possible 2-link products needed for the 2x2 Wilson

loops; the other two memory /are used, alternatively, for receiving the

2-link products being evaluated; that is, while one of the slices is used

in this way, the other one is being written on the disk (Fig.l) (again we

exploit the asynchronous 1-0 facilities of the Gould Fortran). The same

strategy is used when the 2x2 loops are computed: the k-link products are

computed and stored on the disk. Finally, when the kxh Wilson loops are

computed, we also compute all the 8-link lines across the lattice.

•III. THE ANALYSIS OF TIME SKKIKf;

Let x he a physical quantity, depending upon the configuration of

a system. If we measure x on an infinite set of identical systems, filling

the phase space with a given (e.g. canonical) distribution, the average of

the measured x values is what we call the expectation value of x, and we

denote it "by ̂  x > or \i . The variance of x is defined by

In a simulation experiment we have at hand a single system, moving

through the phase space according to some stochastic dynamics. On this

system, we do a number of measurements, yielding a set of values x ,...x_.

If we carry on infinitely many identical simulations we vill have a set of

x 's, a set of x 's , and so on; we can define as above the expectation

value of our measurements as the average over this infinite set

(3. 2)

and so On. It is a basic assumption that S = ...

and analogously for the variances. In practice, this is equivalent to requiring

that the measurements are taken after reaching equilibrium (thermalization).

Our task is to estimate v and a together with a confidence

x , — , x _ . This collectioninterval for them from one single collection

differs from the infinite one on which the expectation values are defined

not only because it is a finite one, but because the values are naturally

ordered: this ordering allows us to define a time correlation function

that expresses the fact that measurements taken at neighbouring times are

likely to be "close together" (another basic assumption is that in fact the

"expectation value" in (3.1) does not depend on T ) . In what follows we omit
the subscript x when not needed for clarity.

Clearly, the simplest estimate of y is the average

(3.It)

whose expectation value is clearly y

(3.5)

The variance of v is, by definition

Z
(3-6)

from which

(3.7)

-6-



that is

G-YA)* C3.8)

This expression is convergent for T •+ » provided p •+ 0 for large n.
P ? A n

Our problem is to estimate a , p and a (p ),

Let us investigate the following quantities:

^* r-. (3,9)

Since

r
can "be written as

r-<
/•** S I

(3.10)

But the last two terms have the same value, i.e.

(3.11)

\ V

(3.12)

-T-

Thus, using the identities

t-*. t-1 7-*-<

C«l
(3.13)

and
r t-i

I
one can rewrite

]
To the order l/T

T- i

rf^x j

(3.15)

(3.16)

From (3.16) ve get

f-
and

cj

(3.17)

(3.18)

The next step is to estimate the variances of the C . In what

follows we neglect the error on fi . Let us define



(3.19)

From (3.' ; <md (3.19)

(3.20)

so that

( 3.21)

Now we rewrite the quadra-variate distribution in { 3.21) as follows:

xS4«> *<x t;

where K, is the fourth joint cumulant of the distribution of
2

(x ,x ,x ,x ), and using the fact that C = ^x x *S - ji and so on
t t+n s s + n • n ^LL+n/^

and noting that the summation over s,t in the second term of (3.22) cancels

with the second term in (3.21) one obtains

(3.23)

This expression can be rewritten as

- 9 -

.2k)

If the distribution of the data is Gaussian (we cheek this assumption in

Sec.V) ^ = oQO, and approximating the factor l-( |m | + n)/{T-n) with

1 (in our case T = 0 (3000), ro fe n ^100}, and replacing the

upper limit T by «n> , the result is

_ A \ [ C A ^ >- *** '•̂ *" ^--*r* -^'** y
f 3-25)

If c. •£ 0 for 1 >>n, n » 1 , and we cut the sum at m = n, (3.25)

becomes

( 3.26)

Eq.. (3.26), replacing c in the right-hand side of C , provides a practical
"self-consistent" criterion to stop the sum in (3.18) £5]: We stop the
summation at n = n , where n is the smallest value such that Cn is

nax
zero within its error, i.e.

13.27)

Moreover (3.25) provides an estimate of the error in a

(3.28)

-10-



IV. OPTIMAL CHOICE OF THE MEASUREMENT FREQUENCY

It has life,:N been suggested that, due to the high correlation among

successive corif^nrationSj little information is gained from too frequent

measurements. .< it is tetter to have the system to evolve to an independent

configuration before attempting a new measurement. This statement can be

tested within r,he framework of the present discussion. Let p be the

correlation function ^x- ^i+o"^

the correlation of the new series

-^ we take a measure every P sweeps,

will he obviously

and the variance of the estimated average

•li.2)

where H = N/P . The cost of the simulation is

where ?• and 7 are the cost of a sweep and of a measurement. The

problem is to minimize f at fixed l&Ji (lap) • If we assume that the p 's

have a purely exponential behaviour

and H > > % , using

that

as a unit of cost, it follows from (1*.3) and (4.2)

where

7 = A
(it.6)

If one uses the more realistic double exponential ( *>!), ( !,,5) becomes

-11-

(4.T)

Functions (4.5) and (h.T) are plotted in Fig.2 for a few values of S . The

values of ̂  have been chosen to be realistic given the values of %

discussed in Sec.V; a and X1 are taken from Table 5.3. It is important

to notice that, provided X » \', the detailed form of the correlation at

short times is irrelevant and the only important parameter is a.

From the pictures it is apparent that the optimal choice of P is

always significantly less than one correlation length, except if the time

required to take a measurement is much larger than (? (of the order of A "5 :
s s

but \ turns out to "be £ 50, in our experiments); and that, with a

correlation length of this order, it is unlikely that one can ever need to

perform measurements on independent configurations (P ft 2% T 3i). As can be

seen from Fig.2, assuming % % 50, even if a measurement is 15 times longer

than a sweep (= 0.32), a choice of P X- 30 gives a saving in computer time

of the order of 30? with respect to nearly independent configurations

(P a 100).

V. RESULTS

a) Distribution

For <| => 5.8 (̂  = 6/g*) we dia 1500 sweeps for equilibration and 4200

sweeps for measurement. Our large statistics allows us to see the distribution

of the results. The fitting of the measurements to a Gaussian is shown in

Table I and in Fig.3. From both it seems that our results fit well a Gaussian

distribution. We use this fact in the analysis of the data, because it is

essential for the validity of (3.25).

An SU(H) lattice theory has a phase transition for finite temperature

characterised by spontaneous breaking of the Z symmetry of the

cross-lattice Wilson loops. We measure these loops in three space directions.

Figs.h to 6 show the distribution of their phases, Figs.7 to 9 the distribution

of their norms; the parameters of the distributions are shown in Table 5.2.

By chance we found that after 3000 sveeps the system became trapped

in a metastable state for nearly 1500 sweeps. This state is characterized

by a small Z3 symmetry breaking (Fig.10) in one of the three space directions.

in this direction the averages of the imaginary and real part of the cross
-2 -2

lat t ice Wilson loop are 0.78±. 19.10 and 0.651 18.10 . On the same data

-12-,



-the average of the lxl Wilson loop is 0.1!( higher and the 2x2 Wilson loop

average is 0.5% higher than the general average (compare with the standard mean

square deviations in Table S M . In Fig,10 this part of the data is shown

while Fig.11 repeats Fig,5 but excluding these 1500 sweeps. The nature of

this metastable state is not clear. A comparison of Fig.11, reporting the

distribution of Wilson cross-lattice data, with the analogous pictures of

Refs.[6]andt7l relating to a system close to phase transition, shows no

resemblance. Whichever its nature, this kind of phenomena can introduce

systematic errors, significantly larger than statistical errors. This

suggests that a measure of the cross lattice Wilson loop is always worthwhile

even of no direct interest, as a way of checking the statistical quality of

the sample.

b) Correlation functions and correlation lengths

We took a measure after every sweep: therefore our data are

strongly correlated. In Figs.13 and 15 we plot the correlation function

for the measurements of lxl and 2x2 Wilson loops. The correlation function

was fitted to

(5.D

The maximal n (n ) is found using £q+(3.27)« Talsle 5.3 presents A, t V ,
max X

A« and n for the lxl and 2x2 Wilson loops. From Figs. 13 and lU it
f max

is o"bvious that for small n (n < £0) more than two exponentials are needed

to fit the results, but we are not intersted in the detailed structure of

the correlation at short times. On the other hand, we f indjinteresting that

essentially a single exponential (because A « \) fits very well the

correlation function at medium and large times.

The correlation function for the Uxlt Wilson loop (Fig.15) is very

noisy. Its first part that falls very rapidly is probably the noise

correlation function (ideally should be a S ) , while the second part is too

irregular to give a reliable estimate of A . The correlation lengths of

the measurement::, of the cross-lattice loops are much larger than those for

the lxl and 2x2 loops, but the estimate is uncertain due to the high noise

to signal ratio (Fig.l6). The value fitted in this figure is A = 86,

which is a somewhat lower bound. Let us emphasize again that the correlation

lengths we obtained are heavily depending on . our algorithm. In particular

-13-

atiy change in "the number of hits or in the acceptance ratio is likely to

change \ .

c) Error analysis

Using the correlations discussed above, and Eq̂ . (3.12), we estimated

the errors. In Table IV we compare them with the "naive" errors

1 i-t

and also with the errors estimated using the "bunching" method [8] . This

method is based on the observation that for large numbers of measurements,

the variance of the averages goes like 1/T {Eq.(3.l8)}. If the data are

bunched in groups of n, and the average of every group is B(n,i)

(5.2)

(5.3)

fer-t

the variance of the E ( n , i ) ' s for la rge n i s

n times
In Fig.17 we plot/the observed variance of the B's versus n. The value of

n for which it becomes constant gives an estimate of the correlation length

A . The "naive" variance should be, in this approach, multiplied by % to

get the true error estimate. The errors estimated by the bunching method are

consistent with those obtained from our method.

For the kxk Wilson loop, the n value estimated using (3.27) is

close to the correlation length, and therefore the error (3-38) is under-

estimated. A correction to this number can be estimated assuming that ?

has an exponential decay for n > nmsyL with parameters

This gives an increase of about 1.5 times in the error estimate. From Table h,kt

using a formulation analogous to the one of Sec.IV, it is easy to conclude

that the naive errors are by far too small when the measurement separation

is significantly less than 1 correlation length (which is almost always

recommended,as discussed in Sec.IV).

-Ill-
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Table 5.1

Wilson

1 X

2 x

1* x

loop

I

2

1*

data

0.

0.

0.

average

56700

15l*9l*l

1*22-10"2

data variance

O.56TOI* 0.216-10'-2

0.15^902 O.331-1O

2
0.1»2lflO 0.11*5-10

" 2

0.212-10
-2

0.318-10'
-2

0.11*1-10'-2

2 2
Fit of the observed distribution to exp(-(x-u) /a )

Table 5.2

Direction Im. average Im. error Re. average Re. error

X direction -0.27-10"2 0.17-10"2 0.3l*-10"2 0.17-10"2

y direction 0.!*2-10~2 0.13l*-10"2 -0.22-10"2 0.l!*3'10~2

x direction -0.186-10"2 0.100-10 ~2 0.07T-10"2 0.101-10"2

The overages of the cross-section Wilson loops (the errors are computed

according to (3.1B), treating the real and imaginary parts as independent

random variables),

Table

l x l

2 x 2

b = in. (a

-0.61*

-0.1*8

1*2.

1*5.

2

1*.3

1*.9

89

69

The correlation lengths A and X obtained fitting p to (5.1).

-17-

Average

O.567OO 0.33

O.IS^1*

0.1*22-10"

naive"
error

0.33-10"1*

0.51-10"

0.22-10"

Table 5 . 1*

"true"
error

0.21-10"3

O.37'10"3

0.60-10"4

"launching"
error

0.19 ao" 3

0.33-1O"3

0.61-10

u
max

71*

89

1*7

error
"naive" error

6.it

•7.2

2.7

Averages and error estimates for the 1x1, 2x2 and 3x3 Wilson loops over 1*200

measurements. The "true" errors are estimated using Eg.. (3.18); n
max *s

estimated from Eq.(3.27).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Memory handling during measurement) "rotation" is accomplished by-

pointer movement.

Fig.2 Cost vs. inverse measurement frequency, for constant Var(y ). Unit of

cost isAa^, unit of requency is l/A . Pictures are labelled by the

value of S =?JtJk .

Fig.3 Fitting of the observed distribution of configuration-averages of lxl

Wilson loops to a Gaussian.

Fig.U Distribution of the phases of the configuration-averages of cross lattice

Wilson loops in x direction.

Fig. 5 The same as Fig.l* in y direction.

Fig.6 The same as Fig.lt in z direction.

Fig.7 Distribution of norms of the configuration averages of cross-lattice Wilson

loops, in x direction.

Fig.8 The same as Fig.7 in y direction

Fig.9 The same as Fig.7 in z direction.

Fig,10 Phase distribution of the configuration averages of the cross lattice Wilson

loops for the data coning from the "metasta'ble" state discussed in Sec.Va

(the other space directions are normal}.

Distribution of the e.a.'s of the cross lattice Wilson loop: corresponding

to Fig.lt but with the data of Fig.10 removed.

Distribution of the c.a.'s of the cross lattice Wilson loops (same data

of Fig.10).

Computer time correlation function of the c.a.'s of lxl Wilson loops,

fitted to Eq.<5.1).

Computer time correlation function of the c.a.'s of 2x2 Wilson loops, fitted

to Eq.(5.l).

Computer time correlation function of the c.a.'s of hyin Wilson loops.

Computer time correlation function of the ca.'s of cross-lattice Wilson

loops in one of the three spatial dimensions.

Fig.17 Estimation of the error and of the correlation length using the bunching

method: the figure represents the observed variance of B(n,i) vs. n,

for the 2x2 Wilson loops.
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